Neuronal receptive fields (RFs) provide the foundation for understanding systems-level sensory 35 processing. In early visual areas, investigators have mapped RFs in detail using stochastic 36 stimuli and sophisticated analytical approaches. Much less is known about RFs in prefrontal 37 cortex. Visual stimuli used for mapping RFs in prefrontal cortex tend to cover a small range of 38 spatial and temporal parameters, making it difficult to understand their role in visual processing. 39
Introduction 51
The receptive fields (RFs) of frontal eye field (FEF) neurons are often mapped using reduced 52 stimulus parameters outside the context of the main experimental task (Bruce and Goldberg 53 sulcus and physiologically verified as the chamber grid holes where we could evoke fixed-vector 119 saccades reliably (> 50% of the time) using low current (≤ 50 μA for 70 ms) microstimulation 120 for Monkey U; 2 sec for Monkey L). During this time, white square dots were presented at 166 random locations over the entire screen, and each dot was scaled to increase in size with 167 eccentricity to approximately match the magnification factor in V1 RFs (Dow et al. 1981) . At the 168 extremes, a dot shown at fixation was ~0.16° in diameter and a dot at the rightward edge of the 169 screen at the vertical midpoint (~28° eccentric) was ~0.95° in diameter. A single trial consisted 170 of many dot stimulus images that were refreshed many times. The passive fixation task 171 reduced the influence of saccade planning on neuronal activity and increased the number of 172 possible stimulation presentations per trial. If the monkey broke fixation or made a saccade to 173 one of the RF-probing stimuli, the trial was aborted and no reward given. Dots were flashed 174 briefly (10-167 ms per image), and animals quickly learned to not respond to them. All analyses 175 were performed on correctly completed trials. 176
To probe the spatial and temporal sensitivity of FEF neurons, we varied 1) the number of 177 dots presented per stimulus image ("dots task"), or 2) the duration of each stimulus image per 178 frame ("dwell task"). For Monkey U, we varied parameters across randomly interleaved trials in 179 one of three ways: one, two, or eight dots per image at 70 ms image duration; one dot per 180 image at 30, 70, or 150 ms image durations; and one dot per image at 10 or 70 ms image 181 durations. For Monkey L, we used one dot per image at 167 ms image duration. In all cases, 182 the number of dots per image and the image durations were fixed within a trial. We varied at 183 most one parameter (number of dots or image duration) per recording session. We recorded8 maintaining neuronal isolation, we were not able to record conventional and probabilistic RFs for 186 every neuron; for this reason, we provide the sample sizes in Figures 2, 4 , and 5. 187
to create "super-pixels", each ~1.9 deg. square. conditions with faster frame rates (e.g., 10 and 30 ms per image) consisted of more stimulus 212 presentations than slower frame rate conditions (e.g., 150 ms per image). The difference in 213 total stimuli presented in each condition could lead to differences in the quality of GLM fits 214 between conditions, so we subsampled the number of trials in the dwell task such that the total 215 number of stimulus presentations was equal across conditions. For non-overlapping sets of 216 80% of these trials, we obtained a GLM fit. For each of these five sets of β values, we 217 evaluated the GLM's fit equation to produce estimated spike trains in response to images from 218 the training trials in all conditions. In this way, we could ensure that GLMs were not specific to 219 the conditions in which they were built. For each model and cross-validation iteration, we 220 computed the Pearson's correlation between the predicted and observed spike counts, giving us 221 a correlation value (r) and p-value. The mean of these five values was used to evaluate the 222 predictive power of the RF model for each cell in each condition (see Statistical evaluation 223 below). 224
To estimate the ideal spike window latency and duration for each neuron, we first fit the 225 spiking activity with 624 different GLMs (26 latencies, 0-250 ms in 10 ms steps x 24 durations, 226 10-250 in 10 ms steps) for each condition, spanning the range of plausible FEF response 227 latencies and durations (Mayo and Sommer 2013). The 624 GLMs were fit to the equivalently-228 sampled data. A 2D Gaussian was fit to the resulting GLM matrix (Fig. 3C ) and the location of 229 its peak was selected as the optimal spike window latency and duration. Cross-validation was 230 always used when comparing GLMs between conditions or with different spike alignments. 231
Once the optimal condition and spike window were chosen, we fit a 2D Gaussian to the GLM 232 built on all trials with those parameters to determine the glmRF position and size. 233
234
Statistical evaluation of probabilistic RFs. For each spatial β map, we used a resampling test toand found the area of the largest contiguous set of β values that were two standard deviations 237 away from the mean. Next, we randomly shuffled the β values 1000 times and recalculated the 238 largest contiguous area each time. If the area from the original, unshuffled map was at least 239 three super-pixels (2.7 square deg./super-pixel) large and fell outside the 99% confidence 240 interval of the shuffled map values, we declared that map as having a significant glmRF. We 241 included any neuron with a significant glmRF on any β map in further analyses. Three neurons 242 had significant inhibitory RFs without accompanying excitatory RFs, and we did not correct for 243
RFs on the edge of the screen (see elongated RFs in the periphery in Fig. 2D ). An identical 244 resampling procedure was used to determine the significance of cross-validation by resampling 245 the contiguous, significant p-values (p < 0.01) of the Pearson's r-values in the GLM matrices 246 (Fig. 3C ). We also included neurons that exhibited clear glmRFs by eye and yielded a 247 significant glmRF after resampling all trials, but failed cross-validation (n=28). These files 248 tended to have fewer trials overall. We found no difference between the cross-validated and 249 
Results

253
We recorded from 186 neurons in FEF in two monkeys (26 from Monkey L). We mapped the 254 RFs of FEF neurons using both conventional and GLM-based methods, which yielded the 255 conventional RF and glmRF for each neuron. Mapping RFs and glmRFs allowed us to validate 256 our approach, quantify the accuracy of glmRFs, and measure the relatively stable RF dynamics 257 in FEF. 258
RFs were mapped conventionally using visually-or memory-guided saccades. Visual 259 responses to stimuli presented during conventional mapping yielded RF estimates such as 260 those in Figure 1 . This neuron's RF was located up and to the right (Fig. 1A) and most 261 responsive ~15 degrees from the fixation point (Fig. 1B) .probabilistic mapping, which samples the full visual field in an unbiased manner. While the 264 monkey fixated on a central target, they were presented with visual stimuli at pseudorandom 265 locations and rewarded for maintaining fixation. Monkeys learned to ignore the peripheral 266 stimuli within a single training session. In contrast to conventional mapping which tests a single 267 location per trial, probabilistic mapping permitted us to test dozens to hundreds of stimulus 268 locations per trial. We varied the number of stimuli or the stimulus presentation rate during a 269 recording session to measure the spatial or temporal sensitivity of FEF neurons. Neuronal 270 responses were analyzed as a function of visual stimuli in the sequential video frames using a 271 GLM (with a L 1 norm for regularization to produce a sparse model) and statistical analyses ( conventional RF mapping (Fig. 1A,B) , as well as probabilistic mapping using stimulus frames 274 presented every 70 ms during trials consisting of three seconds of fixation. The resulting glmRF 275 (Fig. 1D) glmRFs. Responsiveness to conventional stimuli and noise stimuli was almost identical, such 281 that noise stimuli did not reveal responsivity that was otherwise overlooked in the conventional 282 RF mapping task. We quantified the similarity between the radial directions of the RFs by 283 measuring the angular difference relative to fixation (Fig. 2B) . The distribution of differences 284
was not significantly different from zero (8.3° ± 7.4°, t-test, p = 0.27); more generally, 72% of the 285 neurons' RFs and glmRFs were within 45 degrees of each other, and 47% were within 20 286 degrees. We compared this distribution against a bootstrap data set composed of randomly12 observed were significantly smaller than the chance expectation from this bootstrap test (p < 289
0.001). 290
The eccentricities of RFs and glmRFs for each neuron were likewise similar (Fig. 2C) . 291
Conventional RF mapping included large amplitude saccades (20-40 deg.) across the full extent 292 of the monitor, while probabilistic mapping used fixation in the center of the screen. 293
Conventional mapping therefore tested a larger range of eccentricities than probabilistic 294 mapping and may have led us to underestimate the eccentricity of RFs that overlapped the 295 edge of the display. We fit the conventional RF mapping data with a log Gaussian (Bruce and 296
Goldberg 1985)
. RF and glmRF amplitudes were highly correlated (Spearman's rho = 0.61, p < 297 0.001), but conventional RF amplitudes were significantly larger (signed-rank test, p = 0.002) . 298
More importantly, probabilistic mapping yielded RFs that were highly consistent with those 299 determined by conventional methods while far exceeding their spatial and temporal resolution. 300
Given the consistency between conventional and probabilistic RFs, the remaining 301 analyses focus on the more spatially detailed glmRFs. For each neuron, we selected the spike 302 window parameters that provided the best description of its glmRF. The largest area of 303 significant, contiguous screen pixels defined the glmRFs and was fit with a 2D Gaussian. 304 (Better fits may be achievable with a more complex mixture of Gaussians; this is an avenue for 305 future research.) We recorded from both hemispheres, and glmRFs consequently spanned the 306 full visual field (Fig. 2D , each ellipse drawn with a radius equal to one standard deviation of the 307 2D Gaussian fit). With one exception, glmRFs were centered in the visual field contralateral to 308 the recording hemisphere. We used the ellipses in Fig. 2D as an estimate of the area of each 309 glmRF. As in other parts of visual cortex and consistent with previous reports (Cavanaugh et al. 310
2012), glmRFs increased in size as they became more eccentric (Fig. 2E) . The relationship 311 between the size of the glmRF and its eccentricity was, as expected, even more pronounced for 312 the best fit glmRFs (Fig. 2E, black symbols and line) . Thus, the location, eccentricity, and± SEM): 1) its baseline firing rate (17.2 ± 1.9 spikes/sec); 2) the relative strength of its visual-317 and saccade-related responses, as measured by the visuomotor index (VMI: 0.13 ± 0.05); 3) the 318 relative strength of its transient and sustained response components, as measured by the 319 transient-sustained index (TSI: 0.2 ± 0.03); and 4) the quality of single-neuron isolation, as 320 quantified by the recording's single-to-noise ratio (SNR: 3.02 ± 0.14). We found no significant 321 correlations between these four metrics and the glmRF goodness-of-fit (Spearman's rho values 322 = 0.15, 0.07, -0.12, 0.12; p > 0.2 for all four correlations). We expected more visually-323 responsive neurons (VMI≈1) to yield better glmRFs, but this was not the case. We suspect that 324 this is because the VMI is derived from a saccade task and therefore more susceptible to 325 preparatory motor activity than the passive fixation task, and therefore a less sensitive measure 326 of visual responsiveness. Overall, probabilistic mapping was relatively unbiased in its ability to 327 reveal glmRFs in terms of these four distinguishing features. 328
Probabilistic mapping allows for viewing RF changes over time, and such measurements 329 of a neuron's "temporal impulse" are essential for determining if FEF neurons can track stimulus 330 changes on a fine timescale. This issue is related to but distinct from most previous work that 331 measured the responses of FEF neurons to a single brief stimulus presentation. Above, we 332 selected the optimal conditions for each neuron that yielded the best glmRF. To determine the 333 shape of the temporal impulse, we can also shift the spiking activity relative to the time of 334 stimulus presentations to understand the temporal sensitivity of an individual neuron. Figure 3A  335 illustrates the evolution of glmRFs for three neurons each in a 270 ms epoch surrounding the 336 optimal response. For this analysis all of the image and spiking data were fed into a single GLM 337 run across all temporal offsets, such that the betas were only fit once for the entire temporal 338 kernel. The left column illustrates 9 frames of a glmRF measured at 30 ms resolution, while theThe duration of each glmRF clearly differed between individual neurons (optimal spike 345 window duration: 118 ± 5.5 ms, mean ± SEM; range: 30-190 ms; n = 63). The dynamics of the 346 glmRFs in Figure 3A are summarized by their temporal kernels in Figure 3B . Temporal kernels 347 are created by sliding a fixed-duration spike window over a range of spiking latencies and visual 348 stimulus offsets. They capture changes in visual sensitivity over time, centered on the best-fit 349 spike-stimulus alignment, and summarize each frame's spatial variance (Yeh et al. 2009 ). One-350 dimensional temporal kernels can be expanded to 2-D temporal matrices by allowing the spike 351 window duration to also vary (Fig. 3C) . In our analyses, the temporal matrix of a cell covers a 352
broad range of spike window delays and durations and represents the results for 624 353 independent GLMs per neuron (26 latencies x 24 durations). Correlations between observed 354
and model-predicted spike trains were relatively weak when the spike window was short and 355 immediately followed stimulus onset (bottom left corners of matrices). As the spike window 356 increased in duration, the GLM's spiking activity was a better match to the actual spike trains 357 (transition from blue to red along left vertical axis). The combination of frame-by-frame plots of 358 visual space (Fig. 3A) and broader descriptions of temporal sensitivity (Fig. 3B, C) illustrate that 359 the three representative neurons responded well to visual stimuli presented every 10-30 ms. 360
Because temporal sensitivity varied across individual neurons, we again asked if factors 361 such as the degree of visual responsiveness or neuronal isolation could account for the 362 variability. We found no significant correlations between spike window latency or duration with 363 VMI, SNR, or baseline firing rate (all comparisons p > 0.1). However, we found a significant 364 correlation between TSI and spike window duration such that neurons with more sustainedindividual neurons. Also, spike window latency and width were each significantly correlated with 368 the goodness-of-fit of glmRFs across neurons (rho = -0.39 and rho = 0.48, respectively; both p < 369 0.001), although not with each other (p = 0.68), such that neurons with relatively short-latency 370 responses and a longer response to each dot image tended to yield the best-fit glmRFs. 371
Independent populations of FEF neurons, recorded using different stimulus presentation 372 rates, showed similarly broad temporal sensitivity as stimulus-spike alignment was shifted away 373 from optimal. The population-averaged temporal kernels for neurons in conditions with 30 and 374 10-ms per stimulus are shown in Figure 4A (blue and red, respectively). Regardless of the 375 stimulus presentation rate, FEF neurons were roughly half as responsive when using their 376 optimal spike window durations and offsetting the spike-stimulus alignment by 30-45 ms. These 377 results suggest that spatiotemporal integration may be relatively brief for visually-responsive 378
FEF neurons. 379
The population-averaged temporal matrix is shown in Figure 4B importantly, the smooth variation of this population average indicates that our glmRFs were able 385 to predict spikes well when the temporal kernel of each cell was considered, and predictive 386 power fell off rapidly as the spikes and images were poorly aligned. 387
Although FEF neurons clearly responded to sparse stimuli at rapid presentation rates 388 (Figs. 3-4) , their responses only marginally improved, if at all, when using slower frame rates or 389 more visual stimuli. To illustrate this point, for each neuron we averaged the beta values within 390 a 5-pixel radius centered on the optimal spike window for each condition. (Results were similarthe relative sensitivity to image durations/number of dots could be visualized by its deviation 393 from 1. Figure 5 shows representative single neurons for each combination of stimulus 394 presentation rates (Fig. 5A,B) and number of dots (Fig. 5C ) tested. Population results are 395 illustrated in Figures 5D-F . Despite the trend for preferring longer image durations, 396 spatiotemporal tuning was not significantly different across conditions in each of the three sub-397 tasks (one-way ANOVA, p > 0.13 in all tasks). Differences in optimal spike window latency and 398 duration across conditions for the population were likewise not significant (one-way ANOVA, p > 399 0.16 in all tasks for both latency and duration). It is important to note here that because of the 400 subsampling of image presentations at shorter image durations (see Methods), glmRFs with 401 equivalent predictive power were therefore acquired more rapidly at faster stimulus presentation 402 rates (i.e., it took 20% of the time to acquire the glmRFs at 30 ms compared to 150 ms). Thus, 403 the goal of acquiring the "best" RF per unit time (i.e., most predictive of spiking response) was 404 best served with faster stimulus presentation, even if the trend was slightly in the opposite 405 direction in Figure 5D and E. 2004). Given that our sample of neurons varying the number of dots was small (n=23), we did 410 not explore this issue in detail. Initial measurements of dot interactions over time (e.g., the 411 distance between dots on consecutive frames) and spiking activity also did not yield notable 412 effects. However, our method of mapping RFs using stochastic stimuli could easily be adapted 413 to test specific predictions about spatial integration in FEF. 414
415
Discussion 416 probabilistic and conventional RFs produced well-matched estimates of RF locations, 419 eccentricities, and sizes (Fig. 2) . While conventional RF mapping remains a useful way of 420 estimating RF centers, probabilistic mapping provides a richer estimate of the RF's extent, sub-421 structure, and changes in those features over time (Fig. 3) . We used brief, task-irrelevant 422 stimuli. Nonetheless, we found that FEF neurons responded robustly and consistently to sparse 423 dot stimuli presented as briefly as every 10 ms and to many dots on the screen simultaneously 424 (Fig. 4-5) . with expansion beyond passive fixation into more detailed experimental tasks, will permit the 450 study of RF dynamics in more naturalistic contexts. 451
We found that FEF contains neurons with surprisingly exquisite sensitivity to visual 452 stimuli, roughly an order of magnitude more temporally precise than previous estimates. 453
Specifically, Figure 5D -F suggests that optimal data collection (i.e., minimizing reward rates and 454 maximizing RF sampling), given the parameter ranges that we tested, can be achieved using 455 eight stimuli, each 0.16° in size when near fixation (see Methods), simultaneously and 456 stochastically presented every 10-30 ms. We used an L1-norm, lasso regression to normalize 457 our GLM model, tested a range of spike window latencies and durations, and downsampled the 458 raw pixel data for computational expediency, but these modifications were not necessary to 
